American Eagle Wall Art

OPTIONS

Trace the outline of the eagle onto foam board. The star can be cut out and traced also. Following our pattern, paint your bird as shown using thin paint.

You can also use carbon paper to trace the inner portions of the pattern onto your foam board.

COLOR VERSION

You can use the color version of the eagle and glue it straight onto the bird shaped foam board rather than painting.
American Eagle Wall Art

**FOAM FRAME**

Cut a rectangle of foam for the backdrop. Cut a frame shape to be glued over it. These will be painted with thin paint using long brush strokes to mimic wood.

*INSET FRAME 13" x 6 3/4" outer edge*

*CUT OUT THIS AREA*

*1" Deep*

*FOAM BACK 14" x 17 3/4"

After painting the pieces the foam will be layered as shown. The open frame piece will be centered and glued onto the backing sheet. There will be about a 1/4" edge around the outside. The eagle is glued into the center.
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This version can be traced and glued onto your bird shaped piece of foam rather than painting it.